Evidence for evolution by natural selection has been at a premium in the biological sciences. 
Interactive evolutionary dynamics between multicellular organisms and their microbial pathogens are thought to be a major factor underlying the predominance of sexual reproduction in metazoans [8] . As microbial parasites can go through thousands of generations for every one of their metazoan hosts, relying on conventional 'mutation-driven' evolution alone would allow the parasites to adapt easily to host defences. To stay ahead of the game then, one host tactic is to differentiate offspring each generation, both from parents and from the progeny of others, to keep defensive 'targets' varied and moving. Meiotic sex offers a means of doing this by shuffling genetic material amongst individuals within a population each generation, despite significant lineage replicationefficiency costs, particularly when some individuals (males) only ever provide genetic material to progeny [9] .
In systems dominated by coevolutionary dynamics, there are often significant advantages to rare tactics, which diminish as they become common. Indeed, such so-called negative frequency dependence arises both for the prey of visual predators and the metazoan hosts of microbial parasites. In the latter case, as microbial pathogens are often clonal, strains that predominate at any given moment are likely to be limited to being resistant to common host defences, and so there is always likely to be a premium on novel, rare host immune tactics [8] . A common tactic adopted by the prey of visual predators is crypsis -the speckled pattern of typica peppered moths is cryptic against lichens that predominate on the undersides of branches of unpolluted trees, where individuals rest during the day when avian predators are active [7] . Such coloration is selected for because it makes it more difficult for predators to locate individuals.
Nevertheless, individual predators can 'get their eye in' and improve their rate of spotting particular cryptic forms with practice [10] . But whether such 'search images' emerge as a result of the development of specific cognitive constructs, as the term suggests, or because individuals learn to search particular micro-habitats more carefully than others [11] , this widespread phenomenon places a premium on rare forms, which local predators are unlikely to search for efficiently. Moreover, as cuckoos and their hosts are also subject to strong coevolutionary dynamics,often likened to arms-races, negative frequency dependence has been hypothesized to be influential in determining host counteradaptations to brood parasitism [12] .
Brood parasites trick others into caring for their young. Cuckoos typically do this by surreptitiously laying their eggs in the nests of other bird species, which provision young with an appropriate diet. Obligate brood parasites, such as the diederik cuckoo, often evolve eggs that mimic the appearance of the eggs of common hosts. This is because a typical host defense is to remove any unusual-looking eggs from the nest when they are noticed [12] -a tactic employed by the African village weaver birds studied by Lahti [1] . It has been suggested that, in such a setting, to make it as difficult as possible for cuckoos to evolve effective egg mimicry, host females should 'sign' their eggs [13] . This is because producing variable eggs maximises their rareness, making it unlikely that any local cuckoos will be effective egg mimics; however, merely varying egg appearance also creates a problem for the host femalehow does she recognize her own eggs to avoid ejecting them? A potential solution is to produce eggs that differ from those produced by others but that are also consistent for a particular female -eggs that bear her 'signature'. That way, whether the recognition mechanism is a fixed template coded for by alleles linked to those determining egg characteristics, or if a female learns a 'search image' for her own eggs, she minimises the risk of mistaking her own eggs for foreign ones while gaining a rareness advantage.
Although it makes sense as a tactic to cope with brood parasitism, there is little evidence that many typical cuckoo hosts do 'sign' their eggs [12] . African village weaver birds, however, display high between-individual variation in egg color and spotting pattern within their typical (cuckoo-ridden) range [14] . And experiments have demonstrated that individuals will reject the eggs of other weaver birds in proportion to color and spotting pattern differences between foreign eggs and their own [15] 
